How Do We Decide What Works And Doesn’t? ²

We have two criteria for determining whether an initiative for the inner city or the truly disadvantaged works:

- Is the initiative successful based on scientific evaluation?
- Does the initiative function to reduce inequality? (See Trends: The Millennium Breach.)

On the first criterion, the National Research Council has concluded that the vast majority of programs for the truly disadvantaged and the inner city are not evaluated, or receive superficial evaluations that do not allow conclusions to be drawn on whether the program actually worked. Our standards for scientific evaluation are as follows:

- **Scientific Research Design**: The program was evaluated using a "quasi-experimental" design with comparison groups or an even more rigorous design with random assignment of subjects to program and control groups. Pre-post (before and after) outcome measures were undertaken.

- **Targets Populations Most At Risk**: All or most of the persons receiving the interventions were truly disadvantaged in urban areas and were "at-risk" in terms of a combination of factors, including income, dependency, education, employment, earnings, teen pregnancy, delinquency, crime and substance abuse.

- **A Focus on Core Problems**: The program addressed at least one of the problems or issues facing truly disadvantaged populations, like poverty, inadequate education, unemployment, crime, drugs, teen pregnancy, dependency and substandard housing.

- **Specific, Measurable Outcomes**: The outcome findings were not equivocal, but clear cut, with all or most of the key outcome variables showing improvements for the treatment groups that were statistically significant vis-a-vis control or comparison groups.

- **Implementation, Modification, Replication**: The program was not an isolated, narrow academic experiment, but it started with, or built up to, broader scale implementation, possibly at multiple sites which later may have been replicated still further. The evaluation included considerable practical information on the day-to-day management of implementation and on how organizational and staff issues impacted on final outcomes.

- **Specification of Program Elements**: The program intervention was articulated in sufficient detail. The demographic, social and risk characteristics of the population served by the program were specified.

These standards for scientific evaluation are comparable to recent reviews of programs in The American Journal of Preventive Medicine and by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. However, we give more emphasis than such reviews to initiatives, beyond academic research, that have adequate technical designs but that also have been operating for some time in the rough-and-tumble of real-world street life, funding pressure, staff burnout, inadequate salaries and political machinations at the local and federal levels. Academic experiments are limited, in our experience, unless the ideas can be carried out and replicated on the streets.

We therefore have searched for common sense programs that foundations, legislators and public sector executives can fund and replicate.

We can illustrate these standards by comparing them to the standards used by others. For example, the excellent review by the American Psychological Association has a number of programs that are academic experiments, with what we consider insufficient replication and insufficient information on how day-to-day management impacted on outcomes. The excellent review by the American Youth Policy Forum includes initiatives, like Job Start, that have equivocal findings while other inclusions, like the New Chance program, show little success. Similarly, some of the programs recognized in the PEPNET of the National Youth Employment Coalition do not show enough evidence of success, based on our standards of scientific evaluation. Given the need to convince the American public that we do have solid evidence of what works, and that we should replicate such success to scale, programs with insufficient evaluation designs or equivocal findings are not included by us here as examples of
models.

Some policies cannot easily be evaluated in a pre-post, control/comparison group design. Community development corporations and banking are an example. Here we rely more on our second criterion: whether the policy reduces inequality.
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